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Conspicuously brown from top to
bottom, dead trees are showing up

Figure 1 – Redbay trees decimated by laurel wilt,
Daytona Beach, FL. Image: D. J. Spence.
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American taxpayer $138 billion each
year (Aukema et al. 2010). Often
arriving in shipping materials at ports of
entry (of which Florida has several)
numerous exotic insects are introduced
into this country each year (Aukema et

al. 2010, Pimentel et al. 2005). While
most are incapable of causing harm to
forests, a select few have had
devastating consequences (Aukema et al.

In general, ambrosia beetles are
attracted to stressed or dead trees and
cultivate their fungal partners (which are
usually non-pathogenic) in galleries they

2010).
In 2002 this exotic wood-boring
beetle, the redbay ambrosia beetle
(Xyleborus glabratus) and its fungal
symbiont (Raffaelea lauricola) were first
detected in the southeastern United
States, near Savannah, Georgia
(Fraedrich et al 2008, Harrington et al.
2008). This detection did not lead to the
sounding of alarms, because like most
ambrosia beetles, this native of
Southeast Asia was not known to cause
significant tree mortality in its home
range (Anderson 1960, Hanula et al.
2008, Hulcr and Dunn 2011).

create in the sapwood of these trees
(Beaver 1989). It was a surprise then to
scientists when it was discovered that R.
lauricola caused a disease named laurel
wilt and was rapidly killing redbay trees
in maritime forests near Savannah
(Fraedrich et al. 2008, Goldberg and
Heine 2009, Gramling 2010, Harrington
et al 2008, Pimentel et al. 2005). Since
that initial encounter, the biology of the
disease continues to be elucidated
(Hanula et al. 2008, Hughes et al. 2011,
Koch and Smith 2008, Mayfield et al.
2008) and continues to confound
traditional wisdom about these beetles
and their fungal symbionts. What is
apparent is that this tiny beetle (~ 2 mm)
is attracted to the smell of redbay and
other hosts in the Lauraceae (laurel)
plant family and in the process of boring
a pin-hole sized hole in the stem,
releases fungal spores of R. lauricola
into the tree.

Figure 2 – The 2 mm long redbay ambrosia
beetle, Xyleborus glabratus, Image: Florida
Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services, Bugwood.org.
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Figure 4 – Current distribution of LW in the
southeastern United States as of August 2012
(http://www.fs.fed.us/r8/foresthealth/laurelwilt/di
st_map.shtml).
Figure 3 – Disease cycle of laurel wilt
(http://www.fs.fed.us/r8/foresthealth/laurelwilt/di
sease_cycle/laurel_wilt_in_redbay.jpg)
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Although fungicide applications
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preventing laurel wilt in specimen
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early detection of laurel wilt in a new
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(Ploetz et al. 2011b) have been found

of wilted trees (Spence et al. 2012). In

and research is being carried out to

practice, this approach would seem to be

verify this resistance. One issue that

most effective in urban areas with

makes using resistance difficult is that

redbay present or on avocado plantations.

laurel wilt is unusual in the way disease

Eradication has not been successful with

manifests in hosts. It is still unknown

this disease in the past (Cameron et al.

exactly how R. lauricola causes trees to

2008) due in part from the amazing

wilt and die; however, evidence suggests

ability of a single beetle to result in a

that the host tree “over-reacts” to the

new infestation (Mayfield 2008). There

presence of the pathogen and kills itself

is also the problem of human transport

(Inch and Ploetz 2011). Better

of the disease to new areas by way of

understanding of the mechanisms

firewood or other wood products

underlying susceptibility and resistance

(Mayfield 2008, Spence et al. 2012). The

is needed to accelerate the development

state of Florida has recently approved a

of resistant germplasm in the future.

rule that prohibits the movement of non-

Prevention of invasive species

certified firewood into or out of the state

reduces the need for very costly

and cannot be moved more than 50 miles

measures and reduces ecological and

within the state. With the large number

agricultural losses (Cox 1999, Evans et

of tourists and seasonal residents who
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2011a). Laurel wilt likely resulted from

throughout the state, there is a high risk

the arrival of the beetle by way of
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Whether it was carried here in solid

Resistance in hosts is the best

wood packing materials (e.g. wooden

option for long-term disease

pallets) or logs is unknown. What we do

management; however, identifying and

know is that the movement of untreated
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solution. Potentially resistant redbays

typically used to kill insects and fungi) is
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country (Anagnostakis 2001, Aukema et
al. 2010, Cappaert et al. 2005, Rabaglia
2003, dontmovefirewood.org). Because
of our human affinity for wood and
wood products, coupled with the
advancements of global trade, movement
of wood products is not going to stop
anytime soon. Instead care must be taken
to move only treated wood products, not
green wood, newly-cut logs, or other untreated wood products. There are
international wood certification
programs in place to reduce the
unintentional introduction of exotic
wood boring insects (and fungi), but in
most cases (including the United States)
participation is not compulsory (Ploetz
et al. 2011a). Due to the high cost of
tariffs, inspections, and enforcement,
these prevention strategies are difficult
to employ – unless a national, concerted
effort is coordinated. Perhaps since
Florida is such a magnet for these
organisms and because their effects are
crippling it, our state should lead the
charge in taking steps to prevent the
introduction of these organisms before
it’s too late. Our biodiversity,
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